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SAS/QC now includes the ANOM procedure for analysis of means, a graphical and statistical method for comparing a set of means to determine whether any of them are significantly different from the overall mean. There are also a number of enhancements to the existing CAPABILITY, OPTEX, RELIABILITY, and SHEWHART procedures.

The ADX Interface for Design of Experiments is a guided point-and-click solution for engineers, scientists, statisticians, and other researchers who collaboratively design, analyze, and interpret experiments to improve industrial processes and products. The ADX Interface supports a variety of designs, including two-level, mixed level, response surface, mixture, optimal, and split-plot.
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Opportunities in Broadcasting CareersMcGraw-Hill, 2004
As the multimedia universe continues to evolve, institutions and
individuals are challenged to adapt to new methods of interactive
communication. Conventional analog radio, TV, and cable have
been integrated into new forms of digital broadcasting and narrowcasting.
In this age of computerized information systems, new...
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Test and Analysis of Web ServicesSpringer, 2007
The service-oriented approach has become more and more popular, now allowing highly integrated and yet heterogeneous applications. Web services are the natural evolution of conventional middleware technologies to support Web-based and enterprise-level integration.

The highly dynamic characteristics of service-oriented applications means...
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Flood Pulsing in Wetlands: Restoring the Natural Hydrological BalanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
The latest cutting-edge research on flood pulsing and wetland restoration in North America       

Presenting the latest research from leaders in the field of restoration ecology, Flood Pulsing in Wetlands reflects the current movement to incorporate flood pulsing into wetland restoration efforts. Emphasizing how integral flood pulsing is...
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Basic College MathematicsMcGill-Queen, 2008

	Basic College Mathematics offers a refreshing approach to the traditional content of the course. Presented in worktext format, Basic College Mathematics focuses on basic number skills: operations and problem-solving with whole numbers, fractions, and decimals. Other topics include geometry, measurement, ratios, proportions,...
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Advances in Web Information Systems Engineering: WISE 2008 International Workshops, Auckland, New Zealand, September 1-4, 2008Springer, 2008
This book constitutes the joint refereed proceedings of three workshops held in conjunction with the 9th International Conference on Web Information Systems Engineering, WISE 2008 in Auckland, New Zealand, September, 2008. The 16 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 40 submissions for presentation in the following...
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Movies Made for Television: 1964-2004 (5 Volume Set)Scarecrow Press, 2005


	Movies Made for Television in 2004 celebrates 40 full television seasons. As I wrote in the introduction in 1980 to the

	original (single) volume that chronicled the genre, the range was as esthetically and technically wide at the time as it

	would remain through the years since as any theatrical offerings – within its restricted...
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